Touching Crystal: Alysian Universe: Book 6 (Volume 6)

A rogue comet smashes into Alysias near moon, creating climate change and chaos. Time
traveler, now statesman, Richard Steele offers a way to save his world, but a plane crash
entangles him in a smuggling operation of rare crystals. What few realize is the alien nature of
the crystals that alter and enhance certain humans, once they are bonded. Jai Jen DJang,
guard to the young and impetuous Sousarissa TKai, has no choice but to touch the crystals if
he is going to save his royal charge. By touching them, he must accept their alien power, pay
the price or forfeit her life. Crystal aliens, a mysterious time traveler, forbidden love, and an
attempted space rescue are only a few of the exciting adventures waiting for you in Touching
Crystal.
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